
Domaine du Camp Revès, Red, 2022
AOC Côtes du Rhône Villages Gadagne, Vallée du Rhône, France

PRESENTATION
Unusually for a co-operative, we are able to offer an estate-specific wine. Fruit harvested
by Mr Faure from his estate is kept separate from the rest of the grapes, from collection to
vinification.The estate is situated on the same terroir as Châteauneuf du Pape, 8
kilometres from the cellars, and features a distinctive layer of pebbles around the vines.
This feature gives a particular character and warmth to the wines. The first vintage
bottled was 1996 (red); at this point, part of the vineyard was granted the Côtes du Rhône
Villages designation. In provençal, camp-revès means "the field on the other side"; the
estate is thus named due to its location on the furthest outskirts of the village, jutting into
the territory of neighbouring villages.

TERROIR
Quartz pebbles.

WINEMAKING
Traditional vinification with long maceration.

VARIETALS
Grenache noir, Syrah

15 % VOL.

SERVING
To be served at 15/16°C

TASTING
Robe: deep ruby color. Bouquet: Nose of great complexity with aromas of garrigues, red
fruits and toasted notes. Palate: An ample attack in the mouth, with a beautiful volume
and silky tannins. Powerful finish with spicy notes.

FOOD PAIRINGS
Marinated meats, game, wild boar, cheeses with character. this wine can be enjoyed on
the white tablecloth of a fine dining table or on a gingham picnic tablecloth.

 Type of bottle Volume (ml) item code Bottle barcode Case barcode

Burgundy seduction cannelle bague carrée 750 3 373 160 002 038 3 373 160 102 035

Palette
Europe

Units per
case

Units per
pallet

Layers
per pallet

Cases per
layers

Btl weight
(kg)

Case
weight (kg)

Pallet
weight (kg)

Btl height
(cm)

Btl diameter
(cm)

Case dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

Pallet dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

EPAL 6 528 8 11 1,45 9 814 29,4 8,84 18,7 x 30,1 x 25,8 EUR 170 x 120 x
80

Palette
universelle

Units per
case

Units per
pallet

Layers
per pallet

Cases per
layers

Btl weight
(kg)

Case
weight (kg)

Pallet
weight (kg)

Btl height
(cm)

Btl diameter
(cm)

Case dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

Pallet dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

VMF 6 576 8 12 1,45 9 886 29,4 8,84 18,7 x 30,1 x 25,8 VMF
170x120x100
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ABUSE OF ALCOHOL IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH. DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
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